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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Pure Kitchen Kanata from Ottawa. Currently, there are
16 meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Pure Kitchen Kanata:
also the buffalo flower pack and the cäsarsalat are super good. a funny place! the personal is nice. all my non-

vegan friends like this place too. in any case recommend. updated by previous review on 2022-03-27 read more.
What NayeliAbrego doesn't like about Pure Kitchen Kanata:

I do still enjoy PK, but find that quality has really gone down lately. The menu is so small now, and portion sizes
have decreased significantly... though prices remain the same. That being said, I do like their pastries, desserts,

smoothies and I love the Fantastic Bowl. Just wish it wasn't so small now (and still $23). Ah yes, and further
redemption for their Korean BBQ Cauliflower Wings which are still great. Stil... read more. At Pure Kitchen
Kanata in Ottawa, a delicious brunch is served for breakfast, where you can have your fill feast, It's worth

mentioning that the versatile Canadian dishes are well received by the customers of the establishment. The
Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Pure Kitchen Kanata. Anyone who finds the usual and
generally known meals too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting

combination of ingredients enjoy, the menu also includes fine vegetarian menus.
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Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Beverage�
JUICES

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Wing� & Tender�
CAULIFLOWER WINGS

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
BUFFALO

VEGETABLES

CHEESE

MANGO

ANANAS CHICKEN

CHEDDAR

CHEDDAR CHEESE
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